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Erasmus+

INTERCULTURAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Virtual Exchange



Erasmus+ Virtual Exchange in a Nutshell
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● An innovative way for young people to engage in intercultural experiences online

● Expanding the reach and scope of the Erasmus+ programme

● Goal to foster mutual understanding and skills development

● Target of 25,000 youth in 2018-2020

● Implemented by a consortium
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Erasmus+
Virtual Exchange

Politics

Paris Declaration

European 

Neighbourhood Policy

Media literacy against

fake news

Education

Erasmus +

Internationalisation

Digitalisation

Rationale for initiative



People-to-people real time dialogue 

Interactions are facilitated to ensure 

they are meaningful

A virtual exchange is a sustained

designed pedagogical process

It is technology-enabled

What is Virtual 

Exchange?
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Target audiences
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Exchange activities are open to any young 

person aged 18-30 residing in Erasmus+ 

programme countries and the Southern 

Mediterranean

The project also targets

● Higher education professors

● University managers/administrators

● Educators

● Youth workers
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What makes it unique

Scalability and inclusivity

Experiential learning

Community of trust

Learner-led approach
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Exchange topics 
and themes

Current events

Religion

Social Culture

Racism

Gender Equality

Media 

Environmental issues
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What Erasmus+ Virtual 
Exchange offers

For Youth

Develop intercultural and interpersonal competencies

Learn new employability skills 

Build personal relationships across borders

Feel empowered to become an active citizen in a global context

Foster greater interest in Erasmus mobility programmes
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What Erasmus+ 
Virtual Exchange 
offers

For Educators and Youth Workers

Offer professional development and learning opportunities

Enrich existing programmes through an innovative approach

Bring an international dimension to curricula or programmes

Collaborate and build partnerships with other institutions



Activities

Different models of exchanges for youth

● Varying duration, thematic scope and learning outcomes

Training for educators and youth workers

Means of engagement

● Young people can sign up directly

● Universities, vocational schools or youth organisations can offer these   

programmes as part of existing curricula or activities 

● Grassroots exchanges can be designed and implemented by teachers or 

youth workers themselves
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How they work: 

● Thematic lecture series, small online 

group dialogue, interactive assignments

● A variety of topics

Who can participate: 

● Eligible young people

● Professors/educators/youth workers 

who want to offer the course(s) to their 

students or network.

Languages: English, French, Arabic

1. Interactive Open Online 

Courses  

“I wanted to compare my opinion to other 

people’s, to find ideas, proposals and solutions 

on how to manage situations and challenges. 

Virtual Exchange is revolutionary”

Interactive Open Online Course Participant
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How it works:

● Step 1: Team Leader Training 

● Step 2: Intercultural online debates 

between teams from the North and 

South of the Mediterranean on topics of 

their choice.

Who can participate:

● Eligible young people

Languages: English, French, Arabic

2. Debate Exchanges 

“The best part of the exchange is the model 

adopted for the online debates. It creates a friendly 

atmosphere and encourages cooperation”

Debate Exchange Participant
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How it works: 

● Face-to-face meetings with peers from 

different countries

● Meaningful discussions in the presence 

of trained facilitators.

Who can participate: 

● Young people individually

● Young people through their university or 

youth organisation

Languages: English, French, Arabic

3. Online Facilitated Dialogue  

“This experience changed many things about 

me and let me be open and curious about other 

cultures and opinions. You can say whatever 

you want without being judged”

Interactive Facilitated Dialogue Participant
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How it works:

● Learn how to develop a grassroots 

Virtual Exchange Project

● Enriches/expands existing programmes

● Two or more international partners

Who can participate:

● Youth workers

● University professors/educators

Languages: English, French, Arabic

4. Training for Transnational 

Exchange Projects  

“I am not sure what the future holds for me 

in terms of work, as I am exploring all kinds 

of avenues right now, but there will definitely 

be a place for Virtual Exchange”

Transnational Exchange Participant
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How it works: 

● Training in online facilitation tools

● Hands-on practice with other trainees 

● Individualised feedback from trainers

● Successful trainees can become an 

Erasmus+ Virtual Exchange Facilitator

Who can participate: 

● Anyone

Languages: English, French, Arabic

5. Facilitation Training  

“This experience has given me so many new 

perspectives, new skills, and new friends. The 

community is incredible. Whatever inspiration 

you see in me is a direct reflection of all that we 

do to make our world a better place.”

Erin Williams, Senior Facilitator
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The teacher’s perspective

Why do it?
✓ to make the students experience virtual intercultural teamwork 
✓ to enrich and deepen their multiliteracy practices
✓ to develop working life skills: problem-solving, critical thinking, uncertainty 

management, collaboration, digital literacy

How to do it?

Part of a course Separate project

Same discipline

OR

InterdisciplinaryOR

Pedagogical framework

Study fields of the participants
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What to consider?

- Online collaboration with one or more teacher colleagues

- Importance of planning and scheduling

- Learning outcomes: general vs. subject-specific / shared vs. local

- Platforms and channels of communication and collaboration

- Importance of mentoring/facilitation

- Assessment

- Reflection and development

The teacher’s perspective 

Image by Peggy und Marco Lachmann-Anke from Pixabay



2018 Highlights
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8222

Persons engaged in  

Erasmus+ Virtual 

Exchange

7450

Young people 

participated in 

exchange activities

117

Partnerships 

created with 

institutions and 

organisations

215

Members of the 

Erasmus+ Virtual 

Exchange Facilitator 

community

42

Countries across 

which connections 

were built
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Impact

87% Satisfaction among 

young people

91%
Participants reported 

improved ability to work 

in a culturally diverse 

place

78%
Improved their digital 

competencies

67%
Improved their teamwork 

and collaborative problem-

solving skills

71%
Built meaningful 

relationships with peers 

from other countries/regions

62%
Became aware of 

stereotypes they held 

about other groups
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The Hub

europa.eu/youth/erasmusvirtual
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Thank You

Find out how you can get involved:

europa.eu/youth/erasmusvirtual
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